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For the Attention of highly respeoted European Court of Human Rights

Before the highly respected European Court of Human Rights in the procedure aqainst the
Government of the Republic of Hungary, represented by Dr. Höltzl Lipót under case no. 39311/2005
.(KARAKÓ/Hungary) inifiated by myself as applicant dr. Karaké l.ászló (Magyarország, 4471
Gávavencsellő, Petőfi út 129.), represented by.Attorney 'at Law dr. Kovátsits László (Hunqary, 1054
Budapest, Hold u~ 15. V. f1qor3/a.), through rriy legal representative certifie.d earlíer by power of
attorney I make the following '. .

• remarks
and

claimfor just sa tisfaction

wlth reference to the informative letter dated May 6, 2008 of the High Court, to the remarks of the
Government of the )3epublic of Hungary dated September 15, 2008 and to the notice of the High
Court dated September 24, 2008.

1. Remarks to the observations of the Government of the Republic of Hungary dated
September 15, 2008

liA. On admissibility of the Application

.In its letter dated May 6, 2008 the Court asked the Parties to submit their written observations in
connection with my complaint against infringement of Article 8 of the Convention.

•
According to the primary statement of the Government of the Republíc of Hungary set in the
declaration dated September 15, 2008, my applícation based on infringement of Artlele 8 of the
Convention due to failing to exhaust ali legal remedies in Hungary is inadmissible. The Government
of the Republic of Hungary supported its statement by referring to the "secondary, subsidíary nature"
of the control mechanism of the Convention and mentioned that the basis of the rule of exhaustion of
domestic remedies is that before proceedings are brought in an international court, the State made
answerable must have an opportunity of redressing the alleged damage by domestic means within
the framework of its own legal system.

In connection with the obliqatlon to exhaust domestic remedies the Government of referred to the
judgement delivered in the Eckle case (no 8130/78), according to which it would be incompatible
wi th the control mechanism of the Convention to duplicate the domestic procedure with a procedure
before the Strasbourg organs in cases where the national authontles expressly or in essence
acknowledged the fact of having violated the Convention and redressed the injuries. .

In my case it can not be stated that the national autheritles have acknowledgedin any way (either
expressly or implícítly) the violatien of Articles 6, 8, 10 or 13 of the Convention and-a redress to that
víolation of right has not taken place betore the national authoritieseven part-ially.
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In this connection 1 wish to note that in the Eckle case referred to by the Government the Court
worded as an eventual exception to general rule (the text of the judgement: "The Court does not

. exclude that this general rule might be subject to an exception') that in case the national authorities
acknowledged the irifringement of the Convention and redressed the injuries, then in a given case -
depending on the character of the infringement and the way of redtess - it may be unnecessary to
conduct legal proceedings according to the Convention. For that matter even in the referred Eckle
case the Court did not consider verifiable that the infringement was legally redressed under domestic
jurisdiction. .

Contrary to the interpretation of the Government, in the Eckle-ease the Court did not state that -
beyond the proceedings already conducted under domestic law -it has to be ensured for the State to
examine, acknowledge and provide legal redress for infringement of rights protected by 'the
Convention. Instead the Court reminded that it is obHgation of the Contractinq States to protect the
exercise of rights and fundamental freedoms ("The Convenilon leavas to 'eech Contracting State, in

. the first pla'ce, the task of securing the enjoyment 'of the- righfs and freedoms it enshrines'), 'Jn
particular when the given Contracting State made the Convention a part of it~ domestic jurisdiction ..
and made it directly applicable (Eckle v. Federal Republic of Germany, Judgement of 15 July 1982,
para 66-67.).

• With correct interpretation of the Court's judgement the direct applicabílity of the Convention means
that national authorities are not excluded from the option to provide appropriate legal redress against
lnfrinqernent with means of domestic law, when they notice an infringement of the Convention. If no
leg al redress is provided against infringement under domestic jurisdlction, then the entitlement to
legal remedy through the mechanism of the Convention accrues.

We consider in itself correct what is written in the statement in the Hatjianastasiou-case (No.
12945/87) as indicated in the observations of the Government ('the basis of the rule of exhaustíon of
domestic remedies is that before proceedings are brought in an international court, the State made
answerable must have an opportunity of redressing the alfeged damage by domestic means within
the framework of its own legal system'). The quoted sentence was used by the Court just in a context
where the exhausting of domestic legal remedies is considered in us ing ali legal forums being at
disposal for the given type of matter. Accordingly, using legal remedies defined by crlminal law in
criminal cases complies with exhausting ali effective legal remedies in accordance with the
"generally recognised rules of international law" as indicated in Article 350fthe Convention.

The Government additionally referred to the adrnlssibllity decision taken on Apríl 04, 2006 in Keller v.
Hungary case in which - according to interpretation of the Government - in a similar case the Court
regarded the civil proceedings taken for the protection of personality rights and the sanctions
imposed as satisfactory .• In my case it cannot be stated, that exhausting of domestic legal remedies was omitted, the
statement of the Government is not correct in this respect. According to the statement of facts
summarized by the High Court in its letter of May 6, 2008 1 made a complaint due to suspicion of
criminal offence against myself (filed a private rnotlon) at the competent authority (Nyíregyháza
District Court). As in my opinion a criminal act punishable by the Hungarian law has occurred
therefore I fHed my accusation in orderto call perpetrator to account under criminal law.

Against ali decisiens taken by court and authorities 1sought legal remedies provided by the Act XIX
of1998 onCriminal Proceedings (hereinafter: Act Be) (complaint, repeated cornplaíntjand what is
more, in order o clear the rnatter in proceedings before dornestic authorities, as a further option I
availed myself with the possibility ofsubsequent private motion as provided for in the Be. It is
contained in the decision no. 27.8.606/2005/2. of the Nyíregyháza District Court dated May 2, 2005
rejecting my accusation submitted as a subsequent private aceuserthat according to para (5) § 312
of the Be no further legal remedy is available against the decision.
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Accordingly inmy opinion I exhausted ali domestic legal remedies before submitting my application
to the Hiqh Court in order to clear the criminal offence against myself and to hold the perpetrator
accountable for íts act under criminallaw.

In my opinion the admissibility decision taken in Kel/er v. Hungary case (No. 33352/02) is not
relevant in my case: facts are not even similar. In the Keller case the applicant wascondemned by
the domestic Court under civil law as he violated personality rights of one of the rninisters of the
Hungarian Government. The applicant stated that his freedom to expression had been violated by
the fact that because of expressing of his opinion in connection with a minister qualified as public
personality the civil court imposed sanctions against him under civil law. The Court did not regard this
applicationadmissible as in ils opinion the domestic courts correcily perforrned the test of necessity-
proportionality for collision of rights of express ion and personality rights: that is the facts stated by the
applicant - although concerning a public personality - were not said under freedom of expresslen.
the stated facts cannot b~_qualitled as value judgements. In addition to that, with regard to the
circumstances of the tase the Court did nal. constder the amount of cornpensation - explicitly under
civil law ., excesslve as it did not reach the applicant's double of gross salary. .'- . :

According to the above facts it can bestated that the Kelter case clearly differs from the statement of
facts described in my applicatíon: in the Keller case the applicant committed infringement of
personality rights and the Court did not regard the sanctions imposed by the domestic court on the
applicant under civil law as extremely exaggerated. At the same time the Court did not pronounce
that in a case where statement of facts violates personality of others one can seek reparation only
through proceedings under civil law. Also the decision of the Court does not pronounce that prior to
filing of application to the Court - after an already finished criminal procedüre lasting for years - the
applicant would be bound to take legal action also before a civil court. Onthe contrary: in its decision
in the Keller case the Court noted that a legal action under civil law was taken against the applicant
although considering the character of violation of rightsthere would have been an optionta start legal
proceedings under criminallaw, too. From the decision of the Court the conclusion cannot be drawn
even implicitly that in case of statement of facts violating personality of others the complainant
(victim) would be bound to seek legal means provided by civil and criminal law clearly differing in
their contents and purpose.

Article 35 of the Convention stating that ali domestic !egal remedies have to be exhausted doesnot
mean in my opinion a mixing up of various legal branches. In my case I started criminal procedure as
a result of due suspicion of criminal offence against myself. Among the options of legal remedies
provided by the domestic law in criminal procedures starting of a civil procedure is not included: a
civil court is no forum for legal remedy to a judgement delivered in a criminal offence case. It
is not contained in scope of authority of civil courts to evaluate an act under criminal law, criminal
prosecution and applying criminal sanctions. It would be clearly contrary to the rule of exhausting
effective legal remedies to force a victim - after putting an the end to a criminal procedure lasting for
years - to turn to a civil court having no competence to judge a criminal offence.

Despite the fact that the material and procedural rules of domestic criminal law allow taking the
necessary measures, in my opinion the domestic authorities acting in this criminal case did not do
their utmost in order to classify the criminal offence against me under criminal law and to protect me
as provided by the criminal law. Considering these facts - among others - also my right to respsct
for my private life secured in Article 8 of the Convention was violated.
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IIB. On the meríts of.the Application

According to the statemerit of the Government in connection with viola tion of my right to respeét for
my private life protected by Artlele 8 of the Convention, it belongs to the discretion of national
legislation which behaviours are regarded as criminal acts and which conductsare punished by leg al
consequences under criminal law.

Referring to case law in connection with Artlele 7· of the Convention the Government stated that the
criminal laws of the given state must be sufficiently c1ear and precise but it may be difficult to frame
laws with absolute precision and therefore a certain degree of flexibilíty may be called for to enable
tha national courts to assess what acts constitute offences.

In this regard I have no dispute with the Government: it is upon decision of legislation power of a
state to decla re an act punishable. Butln my case the point is not that whether the criminallaw of the
Republíc of Hungary classities-the statemerit and rurnourinq offacts violating reputation of others as
punishable. Act IV of 1978 on Crlmlnal Code (hereinafter: Btk) elearly ordérs to punish llbelas

. fóllows: . '.' . '. . • • ..•..

•
"179. § (1) Any person who engages in the written or oral publication of anything that is injurious to
the good name or reputation of another person, or uses an expression directly referring to such a
fact, is guilty of a misdemeanour punishable by imprisonment for up to one year, community service
work, or a fine.

(2) The punishmeni shall be imprisonment for up to two years, if libel is committed:
a) for a malicíous motive or purpose;
b) in broad publicity;
c) causing considerable injury of interest. "

Consequently it is indisputable that expression or rumouring of facts intended to damage one's
reputation is considered criminal offence according to the domestic law. The national court is
obviously free to determine whether a criminal offence has been committed in this given case and
whether the specific utterance can be considered a statement of facts or a value judgement. In my
case the acting Hungarian court has exercised thisdiscretionary power without courthearing and
evidentiary procedures and wi th a result contrary to its decision taken earlier in this very same case.

My privata motion submitted at the Nyiregyháza Oistrict Court on May 15, 2002 was considered by
the acting court as follows: "in this mction a criminal offence seems to be ascertainable in which the
accusatíon must be represented by the public prosecutot". With regard to this - after two years
following the start of the proceedings - the Nyiregyháza Oistrict Court sent the documents of the
case with its decision no 27.B.2381/2003/3 dated March 19,2004 to the Nyíregyháza Oistrict Public
Prosecutor's Office in order to conduct acriminal procedure on public prosecution .• In contrary to the decision of the court, the Nyíregyháza Oistrict Public Prosecutor's Office did not
conduct public prosecution but in its decision no. 8.4861/2002 of May 03, 2004 terminated the
proceedings with reference that "in the case no criminal offence to be publicly prosecuted has be en
committed" .

The circumstance that none of the Hungarian autherittes (court and prosecutor's office) have
conducted the proceedings but by getting involvedin dispute about competence both authorities
terminated the proceedings without decision on the merits in itself proves vioJation of Articles 6 and 8
of the Convention. The requirement of fair trial contains that the prosecutor sholud not dispute
necessity of public prosecution already stated by the court but to perform proceedings in compliance
with the court's directions.
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As a result of the acting of the Hungarian authorities I was compelled to assurne (the role of the
prosecutor) the representation of the aceusatien as a subsequent private prosecutor according to par
(1) § 195 of Be. The indictment submitted by me as subsequent private prosecutor was however-
without conducting court hearing and evidentiary procedure - rejected by the Nyíregyháza District
Court in its decision no. 27.B.606/2005/2, dated on May 02, 2005 with reference to point d) par (1) §
231 of the Be declaring that its "tectuel and legal grounds are missing". The court declared in ils
decision that the "utterences of the accused person distributed on teeüets are not suitable qualífying
them as criminal offence". According to the assessment of the Courtutterances made by Dr. H. L.
can be considered expressions of opinion and criticism made in connection with the election
campaign. According to the argument of the court "persons who act in the public, as weil as persons
who take part in the election campaign as candidates or politicians a/so have to bear that both the
media and the broader general public pays special attention to their words and acts, and therefore
they have to display more patience to critical expressions". , .

-1 - ~

As mentlonedábove i partly -agre~ with thestaternent Qf-the Government: it ls truly at the dlscretlon
of the- national court to decide whetherin .a definite case a crimlnal offence has -been committed or
not. In rny case the :Nyíregyháza District Court - based on the same documents, with no court
hearing and evidence procedure - had carried aut this consideration twice, but each time the court
came to different results. In its decision no. 27.B.2381/2003/3 of March 19,2004 the court stated that
a punishable criminal offence to be publicly prosecuted seems to be ascertainable. One year later in
its decision no. 27.B.606/2005/2. of May 02, 2005 the court stated that no criminal offence has been
committed. To assess this matter it is also to be mentioned that the two conflicting decisions of the
Nyíregyháza District Court were taken by the same judge: Dr. Szilvásiné Dr. Sándor Ágnes.

Based on the above my opinionis that my right to respect for private life ensured in Article 8 of the
Convention was violated with regard fo utterances injuring my good reputation as the Hungarian
authorities did not córnply with their obfigations provided in § 179 of the Criminal Code as they did
not examine on the merits, whether the statement I complained about was suitable for convicting a
criminal offence. Instead theyentered into a competence dispute and as a matter of fact theyaverted
examination of the matter on the merits. The contradicting results of procedures by the same
authorities were not resolved under the domestic law, therefore in my opinion the Hungarian
authorities violated provisions of Articles 6,8,10 and 13 of the Convention.

In connection with right to respect for private life I wish to state that following the Resolution of the .
Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly "this right incfudes mora/ integríty, protection ot.
honour and good reputation, avoidance of beinq placed in a false light, non-revelation of irre/evant
and embarrassing facts in connectíon with the person".

• In my opinion in this case my right to good reputation was violated and I received no assistance from
the Hungarian authorities to investigate this violation. I feel the Hungarian authorities did not act with
due care to reveal ali facts; instead they entered into a competence dispute. As a consequence of
this competence dispute both the private motion initiated by myself and both the public prosecution
started on basis of the court's decision were terminated without stating facts and without declaring
whether an offence had happened or not.

Additionally I wish to refer to the fact that according to the decision taken in the Keller case the Court
is entitled to examine whether the decision taken by the national court in its judicial diseretion
competenoe in the given case cornplles with Article 10 of the Convention. The Court takes stand with
regard to the whole of the matter in particular to contents and circumstances of the statement
complained about (News Ver/ags GmbH & CoKG v. Austria, no. 31457/96, para 52.).
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Additionally, in the Keller case the Court referred to the second par of Article 10 of the Convention as
it "ptotects the reputation of others -that is to say of al/ individuals - and this which protection
extends to politicians too, even when they are not acting in their private capacity". According to
principles expressed by the Court - beyond the frames of parliamentary debates - even a public
person does not have to bear more than any other person.

•

In my case the Hungarian authority (the Nyíregyháza District Court in its final decision) did not
examine the circumstance that the statement complain-ed about offended me not as a politiclan
but in connection with my activity as a public official (a member of the County Assembly)
according to point g) sectlon 1 of § 137 of the Crimina! Code. The perpetrator did not express his
statements in connection wi th my politicalactivity, in front of a polítical forum, but he delivered his -
incidentally untrue - statements in broad publicity suitable to offend me and to negatively influence
my social and moral judgement.

°l

The circumstance that the perpetrator made .his staternonts .durinq the election campaign being in
process that time and in order to promote his success, could have been. evaluated as an aggravating
circumstance (eventually for malicious motive or purpose). Apart from this, it can be declared that the
character of the statement was suitable for damaging my good reputation and was committed it in
broad publlcity. With respect to ali mentioned above in rny opinion the national authorities violated
par (2) of Article 10 and Artlele 8 of the Convention, when in the interest of protecting my moral
integrity constituting the organic part of my right to respect for private life and protecting my honour
and good reputation they did not take the decisions necessary for imposing sanctions provided by
the.crlrninal Iaw.

II. Other violations of the Convention

Beside my standpoint based on violation of Article 8 of the Convention lmaintain my po ints of view in
connection with violation of Articles 6, 10,13 of the Convention sent in my application on October 28,

-: 2005.

In my opinion it was an infringement of the principle of fair trial provided for Article 6 of the
Convention that in my case no investigation,procedure of evidence, public hearing and dellvery of
judgement in publlcity had taken place, Ali authorities had taken their - contrary - decisions on basis
of documents at dis pasal.

•
Public hearing, presentation of evidences and public delivery of judgement constitute organic part of
a fair procedure (in particular in criminal cases). I my case ali these have not happened although
according to § 236 of Act Be I,as subsequent private prosecutor would have been entitled to rights of
a public prosecutor, still I did not get the opportunity to have a decision on the merits by the court as
a result of court hearing, based on verbalism, one of the most important basic principles of
continental criminal procedures.

Par (2) § 231 of the Act Be effective at the time of judgement on my indictment dated January 29,
2005 states that the Court may reject an indictment of a subsequent private prosecutor without
setting a court hearing in the following cases:

,,231. § (2) The court reiecte the índictment if
a) subsequentprivate prosecutor has filed its indictment after the term defined under par (1) §229
b) subsequent private prosecutor is not represented by aitorney at /awexcept for the case when

natural person subsequent private prosecutor has a passed bar examínation [per (4) § 56},
c) the indictment was not fi/ed by the one who was entit/ed to do so;
d) factualor legal grounds of the indicfment are obvious/y missing. n

As grounds for rejecting my indictment in my case the Nyíregyháza District Court referred to section
d) par (2) of §231 of the Act Be stating that faciual and legal grounds of the indictment were missing.
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The text of Act Be effective from of July 1, 2007 does not regard missing factual and legal grounds as
a reason for rejecting an indictment without court hearing. According to text of Act Be effective from
July 1, 2007:

231. § (2) The court rejectsthe indictment if
a) subsequent private prosecuior has fi/ed its indictment after the term defined under par (1) § 229

b) subsequent private prosecutor is not representedby attorney at law except for the case when
natural person subsequent ptivete prosecutor has a passed bar examination [par (4) § 56
ej the indictment was not filed by the one who was entítled to do so,
d) indictment is not /awful [par (2) § 2.J, or indictment does not comprise contents of par (2) § 230.'

Accordingly the presently effective regulation allows rejection of indlctment :submitted by a.
subsequent private prosecutor without hearing only in case of formai defectiveness. In case of
exlstence Iof formai conditions the court is however obliged to accept indictment and hold court
hearinq in the issue of accusatloji. In the meantime the.legisratór noticed that the reason for rejection

..••. of the indictment provided in d) par (2) of §231" of AGt Be would conflict with principle of fair trial as
the court could take its decision on the merits 'wlthout complying with procedural rules under
guarantee. Unfortunately, the change of rules in the meantime could not have an effect on the
outcome of my case .

. .

• In this reg ard I wish to refer to the judgement delivered in Eckle case also referred to by the
Government. In the Eckle case it was said that thedeficiencies of the national law effective in the
decisive period may not be qualitled as circumstances that could exempt the Contracting Party of lts
obligations in respect of fair procedure stipulated in Artlele 6 of the Convention: "In any event, the
Government may not, in relation to the fulfi/ment of the engagements undertaken by them by virtue of
Artic!e 6, seek refuge behind the possible faílings of their own domestíc law" (Eckle v. Federal
Republic of Germahy, Judgement of 15 July 1982, para 84.).

Beyond above in my opinion the engagement of finishing the procedure within a reasonable time set
out in Artlele 6 of the Convention was also violated as follows:

•

I submitted my complaint to Nyíregyháza District Court on May 15, 2002. In the - not too
complicated - question that needed only knowledge of legal regulations, whether the definite
criminal offence should be prosecuted on private or public motion the court took a stand only
after two years on March 19, 2004 in its decision no. 27.8.2381/2003/3. In my opinlon the
consideration of this single question by the court over two years played the decisive role in
taking the final decision only in May 2005. Also in its judgement delivered in the Eckle case
the Court stated that 'the reasonableness of the length of the proceedings must be assessed
in each instance accordíng to the partícular círcumstances" (complexity of the case, conduct
of the affected party and the national authorities). In this case the question whether the act
should be prosecuted on private or public motion did not require complex investigation or
legal analysis that would give reasons for delay of 2 (two) years. (Eckle v. Federal Republlc
of Germany, Judgement of15 July 1982, para 80.).

The ending of the case within reasonable time was further delayed by the circumstance that
Nyíregyháza District Public Prosecutor's Office mailed its decision no 8.4861/2002 of May 3,
2004 on termination of the investigation to my legal representative only upon special written
request after half a year on December 01, 2004 thus delaying the submission of legal remedy
against the decision. This violated at the same time also my right to an effective remedy in
compliance with Artlele 13 of the Convention.

The act of the Nyíregyháza District Public Prosecutor's Office is contrary to principle of fair hearing
and trial as it decided on April 20, 2004 to continue the investigation on basis of the decision of
Nyfregyháza District Court dated March 19, 2004, but on May 03, 2004 it took already the decision
on termination of that investigation. In my opinion 13 (thirteen) days are not sufficient to examine the
case on the merits (also considering the time spent with administration and rnails).
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Following to above facts 1 appeal to the High Court to declare my application admissible, to state
violation of Articles 6., 8., 10., 13 of the Convention and to oblige the Government of the Republic of
Hungary to pay just satisfaction as follows:

lll. Claim for just satisfaction

HI/A. Non-pecuniary damage

Considering that the national authorities violated Articles 6, 8, 10 and 13 accordirig to above and did
not comply with their obligation regarding criminal assessment of untruthfui statements injuring my
good moral reputation in broad publicity, with reference to Article 410f the Convention 1 ask the High
Court to bbligate the Government of the Republic of Hunqary to pay' cornpensation amoLinting to
10.000 Eur, Le. Ten thousand Euros as non p~cuniary darnaqe.

III1B. Costs of proceedings

• Based on Article no. 410f the Convention 1 ask the High Court to oblige the Government of the
Republic of Hungary to pay the costs amounting to 9.800,:- Eur + 20 % VAT, Le. Nine thousand
ei~ht hundred Euros + 20 % VAT comprising the following amounts:

Fee of legal representation unti! filing of the application: 2800,- Eur + VAT,
Costs of legal representation before the respected Court until today: 7.000,- Eur + VAT .

.'/

If the Court adjudged a rightful compensation, then according to the practice direction of the Court
the compensation should be paid to the following bank account number of my legal representative:
11773054-00133272 (IBAN: Hu50 1177 3054 0013 3272 0000 0000, SWIFT code: OTPVHUHB)
bank account at OTP Bank Nyrt. (dr. Kovátsits László).

For hours incurred in connection with my leqal representation 1 enclose herewith a contract signed
wi th my legal representative and a statement on hours prepared by the Attorney at Law up to now.

Budapest, 30 acto ber, 2008

•
Faithfully Yours
dr. Karakó László
Applicant
Represented by:

Enclosures:
- Brief by the attorney at law (2 pages)
- Report on working hours (4 pages)
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